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offered it to any such man who would offer his blood. Hearing of this
the king went thither, and reflecting6 that life is transitory at best
and can be most profitably spent in serving others, determined to
offer his blood. The deity however checkt him and granted his desire
that the pond be filled with water; and the king left the spot without
being seen by any one,7 and without taking the golden image.8
1. Not so BR, where the king himself in bis wanderings comes to the place, which, is
not located definitely. 2. Only SR and JH. After this vs SB, inserts a dissertation
on duties of king to subjects. 3. Two MR; one JR; " his spies " SR. 4. No shrine
or god named in BR, JR. 5. So BR, JR. In MR it is seven images, fashioned of
seven crores of gold. In SR more elaborately; he erects a dining pavilion and invites
all people to come and eat, and offers to all who come a present of 100 bharas of gold,
on condition that they offer themselves. In JR also a house of refuge or hospice is
erected, where people are entertained, and the image is put in it. 6. These reflec-
tions not found in JR, BR. 7. This is alluded to only in JR and MR, in both of
which the king specially requests the deity not to tell of his coming. 8. Stated only
in JR, but implied in all.
9. Story of the Ninth Statuette.  The fair Courtezan who was
Visited by a Demon
King Vikrama1 had as his minister Bhatti,2 as Ms sub-vizier
Govinda,3 as his general Candragekhara,4 as his house-priest Trivi-
krama.5 This Trivikrama had a son Kamalakara, who was a way-
ward youth, over-indulged and lazy, and spent his time in amusements
rather than in study.6 His father once remonstrated with him, saying
that tho he had obtained birth as a man and a brahman,7 he was wast-
ing his opportunities and making himself no better than a beast by
not pursuing knowledge (vs 5£4);8 praise of knowledge.9 Kamalakara
was shamed by these words, and vowed 10 not to see his father's face
again until he had acquired perfect knowledge. He went to the land
of Kashmir and sat at the feet of the teacher Candramauli; u for thus
may knowledge be acquired (vs £15).12 From him he won at last the
charm of perfect knowledge (siddhasarasvatamantra).13 Returning
he came to the city of Kanci,14 where he saw a courtezan16 Naramo-
hini; she was so beautiful that all men were mad with love for her,
but whoever visited her by night was killed by a raksasa.16 IL re-
turned 17 and told this to the king, who went to the city and was
amazed by the beauty of N. Going to her house he was hospitably
entertained and waited for the night, hiding in ambush for the raksasa.
The demon came at midnight,18 and seeing N. sleeping alone was

